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Thank you for allowing us to share our sustainable story with you.  Here at Vendella sustainability is

becoming a way of life, and speaking carefully perhaps a unspoken value in which everyone here

adheres to.  Vendella focuses on 3 core pillars when it comes to sustainability, including environmental,

economic and social. Arguably we say economic is the most important pillar of the 3, as without this

pillar our whole organisation is not sustainable. 

We work hard to train and develop our people, so they can provide a valuable contribution to the

industry and support local communities. Our social responsibility doesn’t stop within our walls. We’ve

been involved with several charitable organizations including RRT, Ronald McDonald House, NZ Burn

Support, Women’s Breast Cancer, The City Missions and The Salvation Army to name a few.

In 2017 we partnered with Keep New Zealand Beautiful giving support through our Dream Green

Initiative which recycles plastic bottles. You will be pleased to find one of the pillows purchased by the

ASURE Group with in our Dream Green Initiative, funds the planting of a native tree as well as

recycling 23 plastic bottles! This initiative has sparked huge interest in the industry as more have got on

board which has allowed us to recycle over 2,336,567 plastic bottles per annum. 

Peak efficiency and effectiveness in product and process is a continued focus this year. Since moving

to our state of the art dispatch centre we’ve rigorously honed our systems and we’ve invested in the

LEAN program to cut down on waste and add in value. From your perspective there is greater stock,

less waste and a system that allows our team to work smarter not harder allowing them to spend more

time doing the things that really matter (including looking after you). 

While you browse this portfolio feel free to gather any questions you may have and send them through.

We would love to elaborate on any of the below to help you get the most out of the report.

Kind Regards,

Alberta Brodie

Kia Ora,

You look after the guest.
Let us take care of the rest.
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Sustainability.
What it means 
to us at Vendella.

       A Relationship, Project or Approach that

can be maintained at the current or proposed

rate or level for a sustained length of time.

Supply chain processes
and practices, social responsibility and ethical

trade are now common phrases across all

sectors of the trade. 

Consumers are committed
to making an informed decision when it

comes to selecting the right product, not

only for guest comfort but for the sustainable

qualities and sustainable journey or story

behind the product.

They seek to understand,
where the product was sourced, that the

workers were treated and paid fairly and that

reasonable efforts were taken to reduce the

impact on the enviroment.

With this in mind,
here we've documented what sustainability

means to us here at Vendella, along with a 

brief overview of how your purchases will help.

Sustainability & 
Sustainable Practices

These 3 pillars have equal value and work in

conjunction with each other, not withholding

anyone.

Social

Environmental

Economic
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Our Pillars

Our
Environmental
Pillar

Our 
Economic 
Pillar

Our 
Social
Pillar
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The Dream 
Green Initiative

The majority of our off-shore

guests visit our countries because of

the beauty they have to offer.

In the past these guests have made

up 40% of guest nights so to

succeed in continuing to grow our

industry, our clean green image

needs to be more than an idea. It

must be a reality.

I’m sure you’d agree this is

important. And if it’s important to

you, it is important to us.

So we’re throwing our support

behind Keep New Zealand

Beautiful. As part of our

partnership with them, we’ve

created The Dream Green

Initiative.

Providing us a way in which we can

sustainably grow the tourism

industry while protecting the

natural environment that attracts

people here in the first place.

Our support isn’t just a substantial

financial assistance!

There’s everything from eliminating

fossil fuels in our warehouse to

decreasing our product packaging,

from good old fashioned clean-up

days at the local beach to funding

the purchase and planting of

thousands of native trees

throughout New Zealand.

The Dream Green Initiative

The rise of our industry can
be contributed to our image
of having a clean, green and
pristine, natural environment.
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bedding range. Plastic bottles are

sterilized, then reduced from their

raw waste state into small flakes.

These small flakes are spun into a

yarn and then transformed into our

premium hypoallergenic, microfibre

that has a high loft and luxurious

softness that guests globally rave

over.  Over the past 24 months

alone, our premium micofibre has

saved 4,753,114 plastic bottles

(500ml) from ocean and landfills,

saving a total of 1,215 cubic metres

of landfill space.  The energy we've

saved, in the manufacturing or our

mircofibre versus virgin plastic is

the equivalent to the amount of

energy that could power the LED

lights in a 3 bedroom house for

about 340 days!

The Dream 
Green Initiative

We are pleased our most popular

bedding is massively increasing the

sustainability efforts of Kiwi

accommodation providers while

off-setting our carbon footprint.

Each bedding product is filled with

ultra-fine luxury microfibre which is

made from recycled plastic bottles.

The bottles are sterilised, then

reduced from their raw waste state

and transformed into a premium

microfibre. These soft luxury, hypo-

allergenic fibres create a

comfortable sleep that guests

globally rave over.

A three step recycling process

transforms plastic bottles into a

microfibre perfect for our luxury

The Dream Green Initiative
broken down. How 40 winks
is recycling over 2 million
plastic bottles per year.
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141,162 Plastic Bottles

ASURE 
Group's Efforts 
Here is how the ASURE
Group has made a
difference. Thank You!

And here's just some of the ways...

25 - 46 Bottles
Dreamticket Duvet Inner

Dreamticket Pillow Protector
1 Bottle

To date ASURE Group has recycled;
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25 - 46 Bottles
Dreamticket Mattress Protector

37 Bottles
Dreamticket Snug Quilt



Community

Today 8 women will be diagnosed with breast

cancer. This year 600+ will most likely die and

we like to do our bit to change that. In the year

of 2016 we donated $1 from the sale of every

Dream 900grm Pillow to help raise funds to

save lives through breast health education.

Support women with breast cancer through

the advice line & free counselling service. And

finally research for better treatment and

greater survival!  Since this we have held pink

ribbon breakfasts to raise awareness and funds.

NZBCF

KNZB

Our tourism industry has been created on the

idea of a clean, green and pristine natural

environment. To continue to be successful this

industry needs to make certain this is more

than an idea. Over the past 3 years we have

donated the funds to plant over 3,500 native

trees and have personally joined the KNZB

team at the local beach to plant some

ourselves. Based on planting a tree every

2.25m (5.06m2), the 3,500 trees we have

funded would cover approximately 17,800m2.

RRT

RRT displays care and compassion to people in crisis, providing free catering assistance and tangible

support to emergency services, government and charitable organisations. Their team of volunteers are

mobilised across the globe to serve where and when it is needed most. In 2019 RRT served 386,602

meals globally. We support RRT yearly with human resource and financial donations. 
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https://www.vendella.co.nz/
https://youtu.be/dg8UHcEeI6c
https://youtu.be/WcUHGVZiVFc
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